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                   ABSTRACT 
                          
 
 
 

               Music is the most powerful formation of all arts. It is the ultimate destination for all 
  other section of art, because all the arts meet to an end on music. Again the proletariat 

literature, the sub-alter literature and folklore music might have the most intimate 
relationship between the nature & human mind. The reason has its origin to reflection 
over human mind by the impact of nature. Water’s wave splashes to the shores creates 
some sound, breeze passing the branches of trees also left some sound, the rhyme of 
fountain, songs of birds, mysterious moonlit night, and so on. Actually music is the first 
artistic realization of human mind. Thus development of interaction through language is 
mostly indebted to music and the first music of human kind should be a folk one. That’s 
why the appeal of folk music is universal. 

From this context, my design consideration, the institute proposed for Hason Raja 
Sangeet (music) Academy is based on the rural-organic spatial order, use of indigenous building 
materials and musical education adapting the vastness of Haor (marshy) basin nature. The aim 
was to feel Hason’s philosophy, convey the message to the upcoming nations. 

If we consider the social context, the barren land of Haor in winter gives opportunity to 
gather and music becomes the first choice for enchantment. If there is water in rainy 
season, or vastness of green by the paddy field, the instinct of human mind drives him to 
feel the indifference. Probably Sunamgonj bored famous-infamous 500 folk & mystic 
poets on her thousand year’s musical history. We can say, if the rice is product of Hoar’s 
fertile soil, than the folk music of Haor basin area is creation of its influence over the 
renunciation of human mind. 

The topographical setting of the site is the most important factor for this design, can also 
be described as an opportunity of design consideration. Infect, the nature was the best 
possible catalysis to run the diversified, multipurpose & informal activities; which is 
required for such kind of project. Choosing a distinct or a of hoar basin, Hizol; as the best- 
option for the monumentality, is only for its ability to respond with the changes of 
seasons as well as periodical change in nature. This indicates the limitation of human 
being is not an obstacle to his journey, where he can bewilder, frustrated, fascinated & 
finally blessed by the supreme; but left no answers for others. The journey which is 
always endless, 
 
 A journey toward the infinite vastness ………….. 
 
 



 

 

  

Chapter 01 

Chapter 01 
Exploration of Hason Raja 

 01 Hason Raja, his philosophy 

Provat Kumar Sharma , who was first to introduce Hason Raja to poet Robindranath 
Tagore. A article was published by him in 1924 in Murari Chand College Magazine, 
which was also the introduction of ‘Hason Udash’ book- 

‘Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest’ -Elegy 

Provat Kumar send songs first to poet Rabindrabath, later 75 songs by mail in 1925. 
 

                    

He subdivided Hason Raja’s poetry at three categories- 
1)Love (most practiced by him) 
2)Inactiveness or renunciation 
3)High sense, realization of supreme. 

Edward Yazijuan in his book 100 songs of Hason Raja (1999) wrote- “After reading 
Hason Raja’s songs, I was left wondering where a barely literate person absorbed such 
sophisticated philosophical ideas .” 

“The songs of Hason Raja was collective creation with zonal tune”- Hason Raja O Tar 
Ganer Tori . 
                                          And 
“Hason Raja seems to be a man of contradictions even to the point at which he seems 
like two completely defferent people. He emerged extremely complex person.” 
- D. Mridul Kanti Chakrabarty. 
Hason Raja are reminiscent of the philosophy of Mansur Hallaz (854-922)- “I am the 
creative truth. (Ana’l Haq) .” - D. Nure Maliki 

 
Tagore  

 
S.Gangopaddhay 

 
 Edward Yazijuan 

 
 M.K.Chakrabarty 

Sunil Gangopaddhay was keen with Hasons songs. In ‘Desh’ newspaper published from 
Calcutta, his poem ‘Hason Rajar Bari’ in ‘Kabbo Sangraha, Bishwabani’ is famous for 
reading.he wrote : 

 
“কও ত ো হোসন রোজো,  

কক বতৃ্তোন্তে বোনোইন্তে এ মনু্তনোহর বোড়ী?” 

[It means in Bangla: “Tell me Hason Raja,  

Why have you built a charming house like this? ”] 



 

 
 

 

  

Introduction 

02 Songs of the poet 

Synthesis of Sufism & Vaishnavism is not only unique to his songs but also had some 
influence- 

“People say, my house & its room are no good 
what kind of house can I build in the midst of a void ? 

...................................................................................... 

...................................................................................... 

He cries wonders when Allah will take him 
If Hason Raja knew how long he would live, 
He would build himself a colorful and beautiful house.” 

Or 

“One day your death will come Hason Raza……… 
When then happens where will all your beautiful wives remain? 
Where will your homes Rampasha & Lakhansiri be? 
How will you remain the zamindar (landlord) of Rampasha and how will you wander along Kapni 
river? 
How will you travels through Rajagonj & marry all woman in various parts of the countryside? ” 



  

03 Hason Raja and modern philosophy 

Amio Shankar Chowdhury- 

 
“To understand Hason Raja, we can assume “creator” & me first and for the question 
of pantheism. He put me into the creator’s position. Matter & mind these two couplets 
& conflict brought matter before the mind in the philosophy of Hason Raja. 
Reflex action involves adaptability with process of elimination. This power of translation helps reflex 
action to coordinate correlate to create three steps- 
Perception 
Where ‘space’ & ‘time’ is the condition for the existence of ‘matter’ causes ‘mind’. 
“Matter is thinking” & ‘Mind’ is creator of ‘Thinking’. Pantheism reflects the theme 
like this- Our brain got power of translation through successive evolution along with 
reflex action. That’s why Tagore told about Hason Raja ‘The Man of his Heart’. The 
influence is expressive in his speeches & poetries over philosophical contexts, like 
below-- 

The Eternal Dream 

The eternal Dream 
is borne on the wings of ageless Light                                  
that rends the veil of the vague 
 
and goes across Time 
weaving ceaseless patterns of Being. 
The mystery remains dumb,   
the meaning of this pilgrimage, 
the endless adventure of existence 
whose rush along the sky 
flames up into innumerable rings of paths, 
till at last knowledge gleams out from the dusk 
in the infinity of human spirit, 
and in that dim lighted dawn 
she speechlessly gazes through the break in the mist 
at the vision of Life and of Love 
rising from the tumult of profound pain and joy.................. 
Santiniketan 
September 16, 1939 
 
(Composed for the Opening Day Celebrations of the Indian College, Montpelier, 
France.) 



 

 
  

04 Hason Raja, an evaluation through folklore of 

Bangladesh 

 Classification of folk music in Bangladesh 

Three tune based music in Bangladesh – 

1) 
2) 
3) 

Vayaiyah 
Baul 
Vatiali 

Bangladesh : Regions of Folk music 
0 

Tribal 

Ari gan 
Marriage ceremony music 
Fairy 
Myths 
Gazir geet 
Maljora gan 
Dhorat gan 
Murshid gan 
Vatiali gan 
Meghor gan 
Fokir gan 
Hapriya gan 
Dhamal gan 
Sari, 
Jari, 
Ghatu 

Pala 
Vatiali 
Royani 
Murshidi, 
Marfoti, 
Maij Vandari 

Vaoyaia 
Malsi 
Gamvira 
Barase 
Baul 

50 
25 
mile 

The Haor basin in Vatiali region, where all the villages in island like ‘VITA’s, where they 
can experience horizon less water in rainy season & vastness of green in winter’s paddy 
field, which helped them to create a ‘poetic mind’. This also brought emotion, love & 
renunciation ‘MYMENSING GITIKA’ told about this regions songs as mind of widow 
or virgin about retrospect & divine love respectively. 
D. Enamul Haq classified folk music of Bangladesh in top classes- 
Love, dance, sohela, labovral, agricultural, occasional, potua, mourning, devotional, 
theoretical (religious or mythical) 
Again, Sylheti folk music classified by Md. Ashraf Hossain into 37 parts. But major 
parts were choosen by Dr. Abdul Hai- 



 
 

 

  

05 Various musical instruments 

Ektara 
Literally "one-string", also called iktar, ektar, yaktaro gopichand) is a one-string instru- 
ment most often used in traditional music from Bangladesh, India, Egypt, and Pakistan. 

Dotara 
The dotara is the singlemost important folk instrument used in various genres of folk 
music throughout the land of Bengal. It has two main forms, the bangla and the 
bhawaiya. The bangla form originated in the Rahr Bangla region, where it is still 
predominantly played. It has metal strings, which give it a brighter tone than other 
instruments played in the area. Although a dotara can have 4-5 string , but every song 
you can play with the help of two main string ( other string are used to give more varia- 
tion). That is why it's name is dotara (do = two , tar = string). 

Harmonium 
The harmonium is also known as peti or baja. This instrument is not a native Indian 
instrument. It is a European instrument which was imported in the 19th century. It is a 
reed organ with hand pumped bellows. 

Tabla 
It is similar to bongos, used in classical music and in popular and devotional music of 
the Indian subcontinent. The instrument consists of a pair of hand drums of contrasting 
sizes and timbres. The term 'tabla is derived from an Arabic word, tabol, which simply 
means "drum." 

Banshee 
The bansuri is a transverse alto flute of Bangladesh, India and Nepal made from a 
single hollow shaft of bamboo with six or seven finger holes. 

Khol or Dugi 
Khol also called mridang, is a folk drum of northeast India. It has a body made of clay, 
a very small head on the right side (approximately 4 inches), and a larger head on the 
left side (approximately 10 inches). A fiberglass version of the khol has become popular 
in the West among the members of ISKCON. It is very popular in the Kirtans of Bengal, 
but it is also found throughout the northeast including Bangladesh. 



 
  

Radharaman Datta 
Son of radhamadhob datta, a natural poet of 19th century born in 1833 in village keshob- 
pur on jagganatpur upojila of sunamgonj district. He become the disciple of raghuath 
datta in baishnab sahajia mot. more than thousand song by radharaman has been pulished 
by bangle academy.He says, 

“We were attracted to each other at first site, 
He was no more than lover and I not the loved, 
Both of us became unable to distinguish between each other......” 

Durbin Shah 
Born in Nuarai, Chataak, on Sunamgonj district at 1920 (15 kartik, 1327 bangla). 
"Durbin Shah gitimala' the collection of 295 songs by durbin shah. He divided his songs 
in six categories as dehototto, birohototto, nigurtotto, parghatatatta, marphatatta and 
kamtatta. He died in 15 frebruary, 1977. 

Baul Shah Abdul Karim 
Born in 15 February 1916 in Dhalasrom on Dhirai upojila of Sunamgonj district. His 
father was a farmer Aftab Munshi and mather Naiorjan Bibi. His first publication of song 
was 'aftabsongit'. Later other publications of his music collections were 'kalnir dheu', 
'dhalmela'. The numbers of his published songs are more than 400. He achieved lots of 
honor and awards including lifetime achievement award by "citycel chanel I music", 
"meril prothom alo lifetime honorary" award and "EKHUSHE PADAK" in 2001. 

“On ofspring breeze, O Soi [friend], 
The smell of flowers from your house comes to my home......................” 

06 Folk poets in Haor basin region 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Arkum Shah 
Born in village Dhoradhorpur on south surma at 1877. collection of 109 songs as a 
result of his spiritual practice published in the book 'hakikote shitara'. He descrived the 
dreadfull earthquake in his book 'kabinama'. He died in 1941 (5 chaitra, 1348 bangla). 
Arkun says, 

“When someone’s youth will go away. No one may call on them, 
Why do Radha and Krisna spend so much time for arguing?” 

Syed Shahnur 
Born in Rajnogor on 1730. His father name was Syed Mohammad Nur. His most 
significant creation is 'Nur Nashihot' a book in Sufism was written in Sylhety Nagri lipi. 
His other manuscripts were 'ragnur1, 'nurer bagan', 'vedchaoutisha', 'monihar3 etc. he 
passed the last days of his life in Jalalshap on Nabigonj upajila and died there in 1954. 

Shitolong Shah 
Mohammad Salim is the original name of Shitolong Shah. Born in kitta Shilacar on 
Badarpur thana at about 1800. His father name was Munshi Jahan Boks. He was also 
practiced in Arabic and Parshi language. His manuscript in sylhety Nagri lipi was about 
1200 pages containing "mushkil toran', 'hashor toran', 'kiat nama', 'rag baul' and 'rag 
Shitolong'. He died at jokigonj bar thakuri in 1889 (1296 bangla). 

Shek Vanu 
Born in Vadikara on Lakhai, Habigonj at 1849 (1256 bangla). More than 300 songs writ- 
ten by him in the categories of marami, murshidi, gajal, jari etc. he died in 1919 (1326 
bangla). 



 

  

07 Methodology 

DESIGN PROPOSAL 
To complete my academic procedure, I had chosen the project ‘Hason Raja sangeet Academy,  
sunamgonj. This proposal was given jointly by ministry of cultural affairs & 
Shilpokola Academy, Bangladesh. After in receiving this proposal I tried my best to 
collect information about HASON RAJA & his philosophy as much as possible. 

PRIMARY SURVEY: 
As first step, I started searching some literature about Hason Raja’s mystic practice. To 
understand the basic theme about this project, I have consulted with CMSS librarians. 
There I got favorable conditions to collect the necessary information about the project. 
Seniors, who had done such sort of project earlier, informed me about the reason for the proper 
selection of design consideration is so much important for this particular project. They 
shared their experiences - for what factors they came to decide this type of project can 
represent the Vati characteristics of Sunamgonj region. They also made a discussion 
with me about the Type of programs of this project, which helped me lot to develop the 
programs of this project. For better information about average rise of water level, I 
visited the site twice----once in rainy season; another time in the winter. 

CASE STUDY SURVEY: 
After understanding the basic thing about music academy, I went to the Chhayanaut 
Bhaban, Dhaka university music department and SHILPOKALA ACADEY for physical 
survey. I also wanted to understand the environment of Hason Raja, the way of life he 
leaded in Laxmanshri. Then I have also gathered knowledge about folk music & musical instruments. 

FIELD SURVEY: 
After understanding the basic things about the aspects of the project, I have surveyed 
the site area for collecting the information concerning site surroundings. I wanted to 
understand the environment of Hoar. I found that my site is an important suburb spot but 
there is no sign of cruel urbanity. And an auditorium individually could not be 
sustainable at this site if it is designed abruptly. So, here I arrange some recreational and 
cultural facilities in the entry plaza, which will make this project’s most formal part to 
an approach of all the year round live. 

 
 
 
 
DATA COLLECTION: 
 
In this step I took the help of books and internet. There I learned about different types 
of music institutions & visitor center of the world. I continued searching for more refer- 
ences until I achieve my satisfactory level. At last I sum up those project’s nature and 
made Decision about my project. 

 
 
 
 
PROGRAM FORMULATION: 
I formulated the programs from above all my survey and Studies. My class teachers also 
helped me to complete this task properly. 



 
  

 08 Studies on 

Design considerations & vernacular pattern 

Geo Climatic Condition 
They have arranged their houses towards north-south direction for the protection of 
their houses from any windy air. They have planted many trees surrounding their houses 
to prevent the storm. The inner court is slopped from middle towards north and south for 
the water extraction. The houses have no proper ventilation system for the economic 
weakness. The houses are very congested and there is no space between two houses. 

Vernacular pattern of the region: 

Patni (boatman) group 

Neighborhood ties of the group 

There is no visual barrier in their common court. These people are most compromising. 
Amongst them, their daily works like household, fishing etc. Maximum families are of 
joint family. As fishing is their only way to survive and all families don’t have 'boat and 
fishing net by their own, they have to work for others. All male members of the families are 
directly involved in fishing. 
They participate in their neighbors wedding, retualistic festivals and also co-operate with them. 
They celebrate their religious and cultural festivals together. All of these factors make 
them to stay together in this land. 

WINDY AIR 



 
  

09 Study on 

Design considerations & climate 

Average wet season rainfall Average dry season rainfall 

                  
Maximum & average rainfall in Sunamgonj district in rainy season (April-September) 

In chart, area under each land cover has been shown from 2000 to 2008. It has been 
found that when the vegetation cover increases, the water body decreases. For 
example, the vegetation cover rises from 8880.892 sq. km to 10782.09 sq. km in 
2001, the water bodies decrease from 3519.784 sq. km to 2410.312 sq. km. on the 
other hand, the changes of mixed land cover is almost negligible. Also, in 2006, the 
vegetation cover is 11106.27 sq. km, the highest when the water body is 2176.75 sq. 
km, the lowest. The change in mixed land cover does not very much from year to 
year. The highest vegetation cover area change is that it increases 11% in 2006 from that 
of 2000. 

Vegetation Cover 

Mixed Land Cover 

  Water Bodies 

Area 
[sq.km] 

12000 
10000 

    8000 
    6000 

4000 
2000 

0 
2000 2001    2002       2003       2004       2005 2006    2007    2008 

Environmental issues of Hoar basin 

 
Hydro-logically, the North East Region of Hoar basin has distinctive characteristics. It 
has special climatic characteristics like twice-yearly reversal of Monsoon air movement 
and widely diverse topographical features. Within its area coverage, annual rainfall 
varies from 2200 mm along the western boundary to 5800 mm in its north east corner 
and is as high as 12000 mm in the headwaters of some hilly catchments originated at 
India. Enormous amount of runoff is accumulated within a very short period of time, 
especially during the pre-Monsoon season, over more than couple hundreds of bowl- 
shaped depressions which are locally termed as ‘Haor’.The extreme flashy character of 
the rivers and high rain fall compare to other part of the country in the region causes 
frequent flash floods in the Haor .Water body remains at zero level from January to 
March and then starts to rise and again goes downward from August. Mostly, it reaches 
at the highest in June and July. The mixed land cover reaches at the highest during 
December and January and goes downward from January to April and then again starts 
to rise upward from April to September. This study was able to detect the land cover 
changes of the Haor area using MODIS satellite data. It has found that water bodies of 
the Haor area has been reduced around 6.88% whereas vegetation (agricultural) area has 
been increased 8.35% during the 9 years period from 2000 to 2008. 



  

10 Hason Raja Folk Music Academy 

Concept 

The linguistic representation of Hason Raja’s 
philosophy as a metaphor of  a pathway --- 

The ‘Journey’ toward 
Vastness……………………………………… 

The landscape played the key role as the 
water left an indication of mysticism over the 
bark of Hizol tree. The tree is selected as 
natural monumentality of the project. 

Design  Conceptions   for the imaginary project 

                                                   
 The ‘Kunda’ designed to experience the rise & decrease of water level with the response of season change. 

                                                   
The vernacular architecture tells upon the hierarchical order & random development of the master plan. 



 
   

 

11 Project proposals 

Shunamganj has a great history of literature practice. It includes Buddhism, Hinduism, 

Vaishnabism and Islam. It has a strong base of 500 years of tradition in this respect. In the 
“jarigans of geet mahorom” in Shunamganj, the spiritualism of Buddhism is still identical. 
Even today people from the caste of nath and yogi can still be found. It is said that the fore- 
fathers of these two castes hand converted to Hinduism from Buddhism. 

The reasons for Hindu contribution in Shunamganj history are many. The lord Krishna of Hindu 
society used to patronize different cultural practices which resulted in many publications, 
when Shri Chaitaninna came to this place there was a huge influence of Vaishnab doctrine 
in Shunamganj. Another major reason was the orientation of Hindu people to with modern 
education and literature. 

The Muslim started to make their presence in the Shunamganj literature practice after the 
emergence of Hazrat Shahjalal (Rm). This was mainly due to the influence made by this 
great person and his 360 accomplices in the area. After that Ikhtiar Uddin Muhammad 
Bakhtiar Khuilj contributed a lot in this respect. Though the Muslims were late in hitting 
across this line. They added some new dimensions a pace to the Shunamganj’s literature. 

It has been mentioned earlier that Sunamganj has a notable history in literature consisting 
of more than 500 years. Due to lack of study, this great past of Shunamganj is on the verge 
of losing its existence. To some extent it can be said that the available history is distorted. 
The above discussion is an endeavor in this regard to prove the literature background of 
Shunamganj. 

Shunamganj has a literature history that is distinct from Sylhet. This is no exaggeration, 
the people of Shunamganj practiced literature in five different languages. These are as 
followed: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Sanskrit 
Sylhet nagri 
Arabic 
Urdu 
Bengali 

Rationality behind the proposal : 



 
 

Sunamganj can play a very significant role in socio-cultural field. The institution will 
perform altogether many varied functions-exp: research, training and collections of 
books, publications, printing, recording etc. But there is no such organization perform- 
ing such complex functions altogether. So there is a scope for study and to decide how 
such institution can function properly. From the above viewpoint it is considered that 
this project can be a good research project as there is a lot of scope for research and 
design. 

HASON RAJA’s philosophy is similar to different notion of live Sufism, Vaishnabism, 
Baul philosophy, Buddhist Sahajia, etc. Hason Raja was able to realize the identity and 
ultimate knowing of his own or the existence of God on him which is the common find- 
ings and matter of meditation of Vaishnabs, Baul, Sufis. 

The objectives of “HASON RAJA SANGEET(music) ACADEMY” at Sunamganj are as 
follows: 

1. To made up a student as an ideal citizen as a music specialist by providing him 
with a study programmed that will be a balanced combination of general education and 
music. 
2. To flourish, develop and practice the folk music to the country without violating 
its traditional and cultural values in the contemporary contex. 
3. To wide research and study of folk literature and culture. 
4. To establish a library, which will have rich collection of books on literature, 
songs and records of songs of deferent places of country. 
5. Providing provision for conducting research, publication and recording of 
HASON RAJA’s song. 
6. To arrange seminars, symposiums, debates and speeches on folk culture and 
music. 

Proposed Hason Raja Sangeet Academy is a cultural and research institution at 

12 Context of the proposal 

7. To form a cultural unity where the folk artist, Bauls etc can communicate properly to each other. Thus 
the formed cultural term can represent our traditions to whole country and abroad. 
8. To preserve the songs and lyrics of other Baul, fakir and folk poets. 
9. To conserve HASON RAJA’s lyrics, songs, using materials which are needed to 
maintain by providing a museum. 
10. To arrange the ‘HASON FOLK FESTIVAL’ regularly in every year. 
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13 Site proposal 

Site in rainy season 

Site in winter 

Existing situation:  
A comparison of site in 
winter & rainy season.  
Hason Raja’s existing house 
is situated in front 
of Surma River which is on 
the other end of the town.  
Grave of Hason Raja is vise 
versa to the site.   
The site is situated on the 
northeast side at Sylhet-
Sunamganj highway road, 
outside 3km from the 
Sunamganj town. 



 
 

 

  

14 Site analyses 

Physical condition of site 

Soil condition- flat & low land. During rainy season the land overflowed by water. 
If extra soil provided there be two- four storied building is possible to build. 

Flood level- the existing situation of land is underwater. 

Land-  low land. 1/10 part of the land is elevated for existing under construction. 

Vegetation-  no vegetation except water hyacinth. 

 Topography- the total site area is in canal. 

Climate: 

Season Month Characteristics 

Summer 

Monsoon 

Winter 

March-May 

June-Oct 

Nov-Feb 

hottest, dry, max. evaporation 

highest rainfall, wet, highly humid 

cool-dry wind, low velocity of wind 

Access- the approach to the site is from the North West side where the highway road is 
situated. The road is 100 ft wide. There are no access is possible without this. Because 
the site is surrounded by its three sides water, built form etc. 

Service- exempting the electricity there is no infra-structural facilities in the site. For 
Water, people use tube well, wells, & fresh water pond is used. For cooking, wood is 
mainly used, other fuels are used as energy source. No drainage sewerage line runs within 
the site. 

Noise- the site is surrounded by the administrative zone & barren land.  
main noise is created from Sylhet-Shunamganj high way road. 

Wind flow- general wind flow direction varies from south-west to south in summer. 
And north-west to north in winter breeze during summer particularly in humid season. 



  

15 Transformation in architecture 

Final step of design: 

From conceptual context, the shifting axis is to reminiscence the mystic path, as somebody like 
Hason raja searching the meaning of suprime. 

Hierarchy within a Hierarchy was implemented by distinct change of Built forms against natural 
orientation. 
 
 
Vastness……………….. The endless journey to uncertainty………………………………………. 

The model represents the spaces ………… 



 

 

  

16 My spaces, my 
sketches…………… 

Out door spaces of folk music practice 

The recessed central court, where water comes in the rainy season & this open to sky space reflects 
spirituality. 

Class room of folk dance & folk music respectively 



C 

17 Elevations & sections in 2d drawings, 



  

Graphics 

Site plan 
& 

Composition 

Ground floor plan of music, instrumental & dance departments. 



 
  

 

18 Conclusion 

Hason Raja Sangeet Academy was not only an architectural project for me, it was a 
opportunity to grab the philosophy of Hason Raja which did means something much 
deeper, something more than humane. We do observe that Hason Raja, although 
borned in feudal aristocracy, ignored all the luxuries. This can’t be visualized as coin- 
cidence. Because he got the influence from a laid foundation of ‘Mysticism’ 
sequenced by saint Shajalal (R) and also Vaisnava influence of Sri-Chaitanna 
throughout thousand years of practice. In the landscape, the water as the allegory of 
Devine spirituality may indicate the ‘hide &seek’ from the benevolent; by the point 
of view to the devotional modus operandi. I wanna say-- 

Come, who wants to be a Hason, to find his Hason Jan or Hason Udash. 
Come; who wants to be a Lalon, to find his Moner Manush or Olokh Sai. 
Come; who wants to be a Rumi or Hafij, to find his Isqe Saki or Masuka. 

And to find out their diversified path to a single motto, let the nature play its role. 
When the water left an indication over the rags on monumental Hizol tree, it will 
represent the evidence of the God, who is invisible but existing all where. The tree 
will be also the identity of haor basin of Sunamgonj for any viewer from outside or 
abroad. 

The ritualistic and changing axial pathway around various spatial qualities, along 
with gradual downwards; may grow a question in an observers mind -- 

“Where I was &where am I?” 

This was the exact question that Hason Raja wanted to reveal throughout his life span. 

Finally, my self-evaluation about the project is , it was a combination of Hason 
Raja’s philosophy, folk heritage of haor basin, its topography, vernacular habitation 
practice by maintaining natural orientation, and the most important landscape 
element for this project; the water from the haor as envoy from the spirituality. 

The success of this project depends on the valuable opinion from the jury board. I 
hope, further studies & research can enrich my findings in future to promote our 
folklore culture as well as to uphold our very much own identity. 
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